The physical properties of eruptive prominences are unknown at large distances from the Sun. They are rarely, if ever, measured by in situ spacecraft and until recently our ability to measure them beyond the fields of view of solar imagers has been severely limited. The data quality of heliospheric imaging has reached a point where some quantitative measurements of prominences are now possible. I present the first such measurements of a bright prominence continually out to distances of around 1 AU from the Sun. This work follows on from the preparatory work presented in an accompanying paper, which showed that that the brightness of a prominence can be safely assumed to arise entirely from Thomson scattering in the STEREO/HI fields of view. Measurements of distance, speed, and mass are provided along with those from its accompanying coronal mass ejection (CME) to demonstrate their geometric, kinematic, and mass relationships. I find that the prominence travels with a slower speed than that of the CME, but its location relative to the CME structure does not conform to the expected location for basic geometric expansion. Further, the mass of the prominence was found to decrease by around an order of magnitude while that of the CME increased by an order of magnitude across the same distance.
INTRODUCTION
Following several decades of intensive study, we have a high level of understanding about solar prominences; in fact, a book has just been published on the subject (Vial & Engvold 2015) that covers the status quo and what can be learned about the Sun by studying them. From a coronal physics perspective, prominences can be classified into two categories: eruptive and non-eruptive. While prominences of the latter variety have been studied for as long as solar imagery has been available, little is known of the former category beyond distances of a few solar radii from the Sun. Coronal mass ejections (CMEs), many of which contain eruptive prominences when they are observed close to the Sun by coronagraphs, are commonly observed in situ (see, e.g., Cane & Richardson 2003) , but they are very rarely (if ever) accompanied by signatures of prominences (e.g., Gosling et al. 1980; Schwenn et al. 1980; Cane et al. 1986; Yao et al. 2010) . Likewise, studies of prominences using coronagraphs are rare when they are beyond a few solar radii (e.g., , and I am aware of only one paper that has presented measurements of one using a heliospheric imager (Jackson et al. 2006, using SMEI) . Two questions remain outstanding:
1. What happens to the prominence material as it evolves through the solar wind? 2. Why are so few prominences observed by in situ spacecraft?
This paper is the second part of a dual-paper series, where I present the first measurements of a prominence continually from the Sun to 1 AU. The first part, Howard (2015a, hereafter referred to as Paper I), dealt with observations within distances of 10 solar radii (R  ) and focused on its transition from neutral to ionic composition, measured using the polarimetry characteristics of Hα and Thomson scattering. Along with measuring this transition, I concluded that, beyond distances of around 10 R  , the prominence is sufficiently ionized to allow the safe assumption that its brightness observed by white light imagers is entirely governed by Thomson scattering. Here I present measurements of the prominence obtained from the heliospheric imagers on board STEREO. Placing it into the context of its surrounding CME, measurements of the geometry, kinematic properties, and mass are provided.
SPACECRAFT AND DATA
The measurements for this study were made exclusively using the heliospheric imagers on board the STEREO-B spacecraft. Measurements of the early evolution of this prominence, including its pre-launch location, appearance in a variety of solar disk imagers and coronagraphs, and measurements using the coronagraphs on STEREO-B, are all provided in Paper I. The twin STEREO spacecraft (Kaiser et al. 2008) were launched into an orbital configuration such that their angular separation between the Earth and each other increased as the mission progressed. At the time of writing they were both on the far side of the Sun (relative to the Earth) and STEREO-B had been out of contact for several months following some kind of system failure.
The Heliospheric Imagers (HI; Eyles et al. 2009 ) on board STEREO are white light imagers (∼600-750 nm) and consist of two cameras each. The HI-1s (A and B) have a square field of view 20°wide centered at 14°, while the HI-2s have a circular field of view 70°wide centered at 54°. Their relative cadences are 40 and 120 minutes, respectively. As they operate with a sensitivity necessary for measuring CMEs, the large sections of the sky observed by the HIs are dominated by the starfield and F corona.
The prominence and its accompanying CME launched from the Sun in late 2012 August, at which time the STEREO spacecraft were separated by an angle of roughly 120°from each other and from the Earth (see Figure 4 for the geometry). Figure 1 shows the appearance of the prominence and the CME in HI-1B and HI-2B (these are stills from the two animations included with this paper). As described in Paper I, the prominence was on the far side of the Sun relative to STEREO-A and did not appear in the HI-2A field of view (again see Figure 4 ). As such, I was unable to utilize data from STEREO-A for the analysis of this prominence. While I was able to take advantage of the preliminary work presented in Paper I that established a safe analysis technique for this prominence, it left me with the disadvantage that I was unable to utilize the new data pipeline available for STEREO-A (DeForest et al. 2011) which removes the starfield and F coronal background, substantially improving the accuracy of photometry measurements. I explore the implications for my measurements due to this in Section 5. Figure 2 shows direct measurements of the CME as it passed the ACE spacecraft. There is a forward shock that arrived at 11:21 UT on September 3 and we see enhancements of magnetic field, speed, density, and temperature over the ambient from that time until the early hours of September 6 (the speed enhancement continues for longer than this). However, as indicated by the increase in temperature and the absence of a smooth rotation of the magnetic field vector, there is no evidence of a magnetic cloud being present at ACE during this time (Burlaga et al. 1981) . Given the presence of the cavity within the CME, most clearly shown in Figure 1 (a), I speculate that a magnetic cloud was likely present within the CME (e.g., Howard & DeForest 2012a) . The fact that it did not appear at ACE suggests that only the flank of the CME passed by the spacecraft. This is supported by the geometry of the CME and prominence shown in Figure 4 . The large enhancements even here in the flank of the CME, particularly in density, would Figure 1 . Images of the prominence and its accompanying CME, shown as it appeared in (a) HI-1B at 09:30 UT on September 1, and (b) HI-2B at 12:10 UT on 2012 September 2. A stepped running difference image is shown here to highlight the features. These are stills from the animations from each imager. Features of interest are indicated by the arrows, including features that inhibited my ability to measure parts of the prominence due to saturation from planets in the field of view. In HI-1B this was Venus, and while the planet itself is outside the field of view (see Figure 4) , it still exhibits a saturation artifact toward the left side. In HI-2B the planet is Earth, which provides a vertical saturation band at an elongation of around 30°. The prominence is clearly visible in both images.
(Animations a and b of this figure are available.) Figure 2 . In situ plots of the part of the CME that impacted the ACE spacecraft. Plots are colored according to the following: magnetic field = blue; electron density = red; solar wind speed = green; proton temperature = yellow. The CME is estimated to lie between the dashed lines, starting with the forward shock (labeled with an arrow) at 11:21 UT on September 3. As shown by the spherical polar components (θ, ϕ) of the magnetic field and the temperature, there is no evidence of a magnetic cloud passing ACE.
suggest that the CME itself was a strong one, leading to the likelihood that it would sweep up solar wind material ahead of it (this is discussed in Section 6). There is, however, nothing particularly special about the tail end of this CME that would give us a clue as to the behavior of the prominence, at least as measured by ACE.
Placing into Geometrical Context
As it is sometimes daunting to visualize the appearance of features observed by the heliospheric imagers, this section establishes the geometric configuration of the prominence, the CME, and other features that appear in the images.
Consider the two images shown in Figure 3 , which show the CME as it appeared in HI-2A at two times: September 2 at 12:00 UT and September 3 at 10:09 UT. The Sun is to the right in each image. Notice that the Earth appears to be closer to the Sun than Venus is in these images, while in Figure 1 it is Venus that appears closer than the Earth (Venus appears to be so close that it does not appear in the HI-1B field of view). To add to the confusion, the CME appears to pass Venus at around the same time as the arrival of a forward shock at the ACE spacecraft near the Earth (on 2012 September 03 at 11:21 UT, see Figure 2 ), which would coincide with the location of the Earth in these HI-2A images. As we can see in Figure 3 (b), and is also revealed by a close inspection of the movie of this time sequence (not shown), no CME appears to be passing by the Earth at this time.
The forward shock that appeared at the Earth on September 3 arises from the same CME that appears to be passing Venus at the same time in Figure 3 (b) . While this may be confusing when examining the images, the situation becomes clear when the geometrical configuration is considered. Figure 4 shows this configuration when looking down into the ecliptic plane. Angles shown are all measured relative to the vector from the Sun through each STEREO spacecraft, i.e., they are elongation angles. For reference, the location of the prominence at this time, at an elongation of 56°and at a longitude of 24°from the plane of the sky relative to STEREO-B (see Paper I), is shown. We can easily see that Venus subtends a much larger angle relative to the STEREO-A-Sun vector than it does for STEREO-B, while the angular separation of the Earth is approximately the same from both spacecraft. Furthermore we can see how the same structure (the arc labeled "CME?") can cross the Earth and Venus at the same time, although for the CME to appear to cross Venus in STEREO-A one only needs it to cross the vector from STEREO-A through Venus at a tangent.
The reader is reminded that the solar wind is optically thin at the wavelengths observed by heliospheric imagers and the sensitivity of the imagers is such that the terrestrial planets are sufficiently bright to saturate their cameras regardless of their distance from the STEREO spacecraft. What we observe are the integrated lines of sight of everything that has brightness in white light, across the entire field of view of each imager. What we perceive to be the leading edge of a CME, then, is the point where the overall structure of the CME makes a tangent with a particular line of sight (Howard 2011) . If we extend the CME arc in Figure 4 across to its other side (not shown), we can deduce that it would not make a tangent with any vector from STEREO-B that is inside the HI-2B field of view (the blue shaded region). It is therefore not a coincidence that the CME has moved outside the HI-2B field of view by this time (see the supplemental animation).
The consideration of such geometry in the analysis of every CME is a laborsome task that is seldom performed with adequate consideration in many papers that use heliospheric imagers to analyze CMEs. Since the focus of this paper is on the measurements of the prominence, I will not attempt to Figure 3 . Images of the CME accompanying the prominence as it appeared in HI-2A on (a) 12:09 UT on September 2, and (b) 10:09 UT on September 3. The prominence is not visible here as it is outside the field of view of HI-2A. Notice that Venus lies at a larger elongation than the Earth, which is deceptive as the CME appears to arrive at Venus after it arrives at the Earth. Further, the timing of its apparent arrival at Venus is at around the same time that a forward shock was measured by the ACE spacecraft, indicating the arrival of this same CME at the Earth. This situation becomes much clearer considering the geometry shown in Figure 4 . These images are edited versions of those obtained directly from the quicklook tool available via the NASA STEREO website (stereo-ssc.nascom.nasa.gov/browse/).
perform an accurate representation of the geometry of the CME here, relying instead on more traditional (and somewhat inaccurate) means to convert the elongation measurements to units of distance. These are described in Section 3.1.
MEASUREMENTS USING THE STEREO/HIs
Measurements were made directly by importing each image into a graphics editing package and "painting" over those pixels that were deemed as containing prominence brightness. This was done three times using stricter and more relaxed definitions of the brightness required to identify a prominence pixel. This provided three separate measurements of the prominence intensity, a lower limit (selecting only the brightest pixels), an upper limit (selecting every pixel that could be regarded as being part of the prominence), and a "typical" measurement (what a knowledgeable user would identify as a prominence if they were to make only a single measurement of it). Each of these measurements was performed with a variety of background subtractions, outlined in the next paragraph. This set the uncertainties for the mass measurements shown in Figure 7 . The same was done for the CME, but in that case the uncertainties for a given background subtraction were smaller than the 5% variance imposed by calibration uncertainty (J. Davies 2015, private communication). Consequently, the uncertainties for the CME mass measurements show the ±5% values, with the measurements themselves taken from the standard background subtraction outlined in the next paragraph.
Background subtraction was initially performed using the same method as in Paper I, i.e., by subtracting the 10th percentile smallest value from each pixel in the image collective. One further background subtraction was then made to establish the extreme lower limit of the feature brightness to serve as the uncertainty bounds (the former subtraction was the upper limit). These subtractions, the reasons for their selection, and their limitations are described in Section 5.2.
Distance
The separation from the Sun of features observed by heliospheric imagers are given in units of the angle from Sun, the elongation ε. Converting to physical units of distance is difficult for large-scale structures such as CMEs (Howard 2011) , as should be evident from Figure 4 . There have been several efforts to make this conversion, from simple Suncentered spherical geometry (e.g., Howard et al. 2006; Webb et al. 2006; Lugaz et al. 2009 ) to point-like three-dimensional (3D) conversion (e.g., Howard & Simnett 2008; Harrison et al. 2012 ) to a more realistic geometric structural fitting (e.g., Lugaz et al. 2010; Wood et al. 2011) .
Given that prominences are narrow in latitudinal and longitudinal extent, it is safe to assume that their edges are point-like in 3D space. Further assuming that the prominence propagates radially outward, I performed the elongationdistance conversion using what is now known as the Fixed-ϕ approximation (Sheeley et al. 1999) . As in Paper I, I use the following:
where R is in AU, cos cos cos a = L F, and Λ and Φ are the latitude and longitude of the feature relative to the observer (Howard et al. 2007) . Taking the angular range spanned by the prominence (S16E42-S25E57 relative to the Earth) provides upper and lower limits to the values of R fp ; this provides the uncertainties in the Fixed-ϕ distances in Figures 5(b) , 6, and 7.
As illustrated in Figure 4 , the Fixed-ϕ approximation is not appropriate for the analysis of CMEs, particularly those that have a large angular range (Howard 2011) . At most, it should be regarded as one limit for the R values converted from elongation. Another simplification that has been used for CMEs from the beginning of the heliospheric imaging era could be regarded as a limit in the other direction. The Point-P approximation (Houminer & Hewish 1972; Howard et al. 2006) assumes that the measured point lies exactly on the point of closest approach to that line of sight. Consequently, the conversion is simply
pp obs e = where R obs is the radial distance between the Sun and the observer. The Point-P distances in Figures 5(b) , 6, and 7 are derived using Equation (2) and the uncertainties for the CME distance are bound by the Point-P and Fixed-ϕ methods.
Mass
The masses of the CME and prominence were determined using the theory of Thomson scattering. The results from Paper I show that we can safely assume that the brightness of the prominence arises exclusively from Thomson scattering in the fields of view of the HIs, and this is always the case for the CME. . Geometric configuration of the prominence and its accompanying CME at noon on 2012 September 3. This is shown looking down onto the ecliptic plane, and shows the locations of the Sun, the planets and both STEREO spacecraft (STEREO-A = red; -B = blue) at this time. Also shown are the fields of view of HI-2 (A and B) and HI-1B is bound by the solid blue lines. Angles from the Sun-Earth line (elongation) are indicated for the planets. The location of the prominence (elongation = 56°) is shown with the solid black line indicating its longitudinal span. The geometry of the CME is also indicated (black arc), estimated from the location of its leading edge in HI-2A (aligned with Venus) and the fact that a forward shock was observed at the ACE spacecraft near 1 AU at this time. The locations of features of interest in Figures 1 and 3 are clearer with this geometry taken into consideration.
Following Howard & DeForest (2012b) (see their Equation (9)), the mass was determined from where B  and R  are the average radiance and radius of the Sun, R obs is the distance from the Sun to the observer (in this case, STEREO-B), and t s is the scattering cross-section, defined here as half the square of the classical electron radius. Finally dI is the intensity of the measured pixel, derived from the value of the pixel which is in units of radiance (B). Intensity is converted from radiance via dI Bd = W, where dW is the solid angle subtended by the pixel in the HI image (see Equation (8) of Howard & DeForest 2012b) .
The measurables in Equation (3) are therefore B, which is the value of the selected pixel in the image (see Section 3 for a description for how the B values were obtained), and ε and dW, which are determined using the geometry of the field of view of each imager relative to the Sun (this is available via the WCS information stored within the header for each image, along with some coordinate rotations). Finally we also need ξ, which arises from the estimated location of the measured feature. For both the CME and the prominence masses, I use the central location of the prominence from the sky plane relative to STEREO-B, i.e., 24 x = . It should be noted that the selection of ξ has a great deal of flexibility, as the presence of the socalled "Thomson plateau" (Howard & DeForest 2012b ) allows a large variance in ξ without a large change in dN, if the feature is near the point of closest approach of the line of sight to the Sun ).
The total electron count, N, is then obtained by integrating the total dN across the entire feature. It is important that this be Figure 5 . (a) Elongation and (b) distance vs. time plots for the prominence and its accompanying CME. CME measurements (diamonds) were made by measuring its leading edge in STEREO-B (HI-1 and HI-2) and prominence measurements (triangles and squares) were made by measuring its leading end. Distance values (panel (b)) were made using the Point-P and Fixed-ϕ approximations (see text); uncertainties for the latter are given by performing the calculations for each of the end points of the prominence. The uncertainties for the CME are given by the Point-P and Fixed-ϕ values. Figure 6 . Difference dR between the CME and prominence distance measurements (see Figure 5 for the measurements themselves). These are plotted as functions of (a) time and (b) distance from the Sun. If the prominence maintained its location relative to the structure of the CME, and the CME expanded at the most basic expected rate, we might expect dR to increase proportionately to R 2 ; this is shown as a dashed curve in panel (b). Instead we find a relationship closer to R 0.5 2 (solid curve) for the Fixed-ϕ distances. determined using intensity dI rather than radiance B, as radiance is an average and not an integral (again see Howard & DeForest 2012b) . Finally, the electron count was converted to mass M using the standard compositional assumption of 80% hydrogen, 20% helium. Figure 5 shows plots of the elongation and distance from the Sun of the prominence and its accompanying CME. Our measurements cease at 06:10 UT on September 3 due to a data gap in HI-2B that lasted until 20:10 UT, by which time the CME and prominence had long passed. We can see that the separation between the two begin to diverge at around 30°( 0.5 AU). By assigning a linear regression line through the distance-time plots in panel (b) we arrive at (constant) speeds of V V ( , ) (540, 470) pp fp = km s −1 for the prominence and V V ( , ) (790, 670) pp fp = km s −1 for the CME. Assuming both prominence and CME traveled at this constant speed I estimate their arrival time at 1 AU to be 23 UT on September 3 for the former and 21 UT on September 2 for the latter. Figure 2 shows that a forward shock arrived at the ACE spacecraft 11:21 UT on September 3 that arose from this same CME, but we can see from the geometry in Figure 4 that the part of the CME that impacted ACE was nowhere near either the prominence or the part of the CME that would have appeared in the HI-2B field of view. This is supported by the absence of a magnetic cloud in the ACE observations shown in Figure 4 .
RESULTS
To illustrate the separation between the CME and the prominence as it evolves, Figure 6 shows the difference between the R values of the prominence and the CME, i.e., dR R R cme prominence = -. These are plotted for both the Point-P and Fixed-ϕ differences against time in panel (a) and the Point-P CME distance in panel (b). We see the separation increasing at a greater rate at around 0.5 AU, as is also evident in Figure 5 .
If we consider the geometric relationship between the CME and the prominence, it is well known that the prominence erupts well behind the leading front of the CME and is often regarded as the bright "core" of the classic three-part CME configuration (e.g., Illing & Hundhausen 1985) . We can see this in the HI-1B image in Figure 1(a) , where the three partsthe leading edge ("CME"), the cavity, and the prominenceare labeled. If we assume that the volume of the CME expands at a constant rate, then we can expect this cross-section to expand roughly at a rate of R 2 . If the prominence were to maintain the same location relative to the overall configuration of the CME, then we might therefore reasonably expect the separation between the CME (derived from measurements of its leading edge) and the prominence to increase at this rate. We find this not to be the case; instead the variation appears to be at a rate somewhere between R 0.5 2 (the solid curve in Figure 6 (b)) and R 2 (the dashed curve). Further investigation is needed with a more appropriate reconstruction of the CME. Figure 7 shows plots of mass versus distance of the prominence and CME. The uncertainties in this figures are all described in Sections 3 and 3.1. Note that the y-axis (mass) is shown with a log 10 scale.
Discrepancies between HI-1B and HI-2B (described in Section 5) produced a large variance which prevented the extrapolation of a smooth mathematical relationship for the relative variation between the two, but we can deduce the following from an inspection of the plots:
1. The mass of the CME increased by an order of magnitude. An increasing mass with distance was also found for the CME investigated by DeForest et al. (2013) , but they reported only a 2.5 fold increase. The excess mass reported here could be due to contamination from the stellar and planetary backgrounds, although the results were not vastly different from the running difference measurements. Section 5 explores this in greater detail. 2. The mass of the prominence decreased by an order of magnitude across the same distance. As with the CME, measurements were made with two different background subtractions and these are shown in the uncertainty bars provided. We see that the uncertainty in the mass measurements was large in the HI-2B field of view, but a definite decrease in mass is evident. Figure 7 highlights the contrast between the decrease in prominence mass versus the increase CME mass across a distance of around 0.7 AU. Furthermore we see that the prominence has a mass at least an order of magnitude (possibly two orders) smaller than that of the CME.
LIMITS AND UNCERTAINTIES
Dealing with heliospheric imager observations provides a large variety of uncertainties, and while we can do our best to mitigate some of them, we must accept that some are insurmountable. This necessitates the application of various assumptions about the features that are being measured and the environment in which they propagate. For the present paper, we applied the same assumptions as in Paper I involving the geometrics and kinematics of the prominence and CME, i.e., Figure 7 . Mass vs. distance (R) measurements of the prominence and its accompanying CME. Both groups of measurements are indicated with the arrows. The mass of the CME increases while the prominence, despite the large uncertainties, exhibits a decrease in mass across the same distance. Uncertainties for distances (Point-P and Fixed-ϕ) are the same as for Figure 5 (b). Uncertainties for masses were determined according the following: for the prominence, measurements were made from a variety of pixel selections (see Section 3) and two background subtractions: the standard background subtraction from Paper I, and a shifted running difference. I did this for the CME as well, but these were smaller than the 5% error estimated from HI calibration calculations (J. Davies 2015, private communication). So the uncertainties shown here are ±5% of each CME mass measurement. The plotted values are colored, such that those measurements from HI-1B are in blue while those from HI-2B are in green.
that the prominence was somewhere within the CME structure and that both prominence and CME propagate radially. Figure 4 shows that the reconstruction of the 3D structure of the CME from the heliospheric imagers alone is no trivial task. We can see that the CME cannot be approximated by a spherical arc that is centered on the Sun; neither can it be approximated as a point-like feature either. In reality, it is somewhere in between these two extremes and almost certainly is not a symmetric structure. Additionally, the Fixed-ϕ method imposes an extra uncertainty due to the fact that the heliospheric imagers will not observe the same location on the CME structure as it expands. This is explained by and Howard (2011) but should be obvious from Figure 4 . The leading edge of the CME is observed by the heliospheric imagers as the point where the CME and the line of sight meet at a tangent (see for example the intersection between the CME and Venus in Figure 4) . The location on the CME structure itself where this occurs will change as it expands. It is for this reason that methods of CME reconstruction that rely on the Fixed-ϕ method, including those based on the so-called J-maps, cannot be relied upon. For the present study, I use the Point-P and Fixed-ϕ values as the uncertainty bounds for the CME distance values, on the understanding that the actual value likely lies between these bounds. It turned out that these values spanned a relatively small distance (see Figure 5(b) ).
Uncertainties in Distance
For the prominence, the reconstruction is more straightforward, as we can observe its entire structure at all times and we have auxiliary information about its location in 3D space. If the assumption of radial propagation holds, then we can pin down its location at all times with a high degree of reliability. Fixed-ϕ is most appropriate in this scenario, as the point-like assumption applies well for the angular span of the prominence. Uncertainties would of course be greatly expanded if its propagation was actually non-radial.
Uncertainties in Mass
The mass measurements arise from a combination of the brightness of the features observed by the heliospheric imagers and geometry. The latter plays a role as Equation (3) includes the term χ, which is derived from the measurable angle ξ from the scattering plane and the elongation ε. I selected a fixed value of 24 x =  for all of my mass calculations (for both the prominence and the CME), and so there is potential for uncertainty to be introduced as a consequence of changing values of ξ as we move across the prominence/CME structure. As briefly mentioned in Section 3.2, these uncertainties can be regarded as minor compared with those imposed by the brightness measurements. This is because the nature of Thomson scattering is such that the scattered intensity changes little as we move away from the brightest point by angles of several tens of degrees (this is the Thomson plateau). In other words, we can move a large distance in the sky before any significant changes in the calculated mass will arise, provided we begin from a point close to the the plane of the sky. As established in Paper I, the prominence location is close to the sky plane of STEREO-B.
The largest uncertainty lies in the brightness measurements B, from which the masses were all determined. This was briefly touched on in Section 2. The CME mass measurements made by DeForest et al. (2013) took advantage of a new HI processing pipeline that removes the stars and background F corona from the HI images, vastly improving our confidence in photometric brightness measurements of the CME and other features. At the time of writing, however, this pipeline was available only for STEREO-A (the pipeline for STEREO-B is under development). This meant that the B measurements for HI-1B and HI-2B were made using the standard Level-1 pipeline that is available from NASA and RAL, and can be produced by applying the routine "secchi_prep" (available via the SolarSoft package) on the Level-0 data. I applied the background subtraction described in Section 3, which removed much of the background F corona, but the stars remained. Consequently, as the size of the features increased, the brightness contribution from the surrounding starfield increased at a cumulative rate. This was especially true of the CME. The very large increase in the CME mass over an order of magnitude shown in Figure 7 therefore includes a contribution from this cumulative stellar contamination.
The most basic way to reduce the starfield is via a running difference sequence. The cadence of the HI-2s are such that the stars move by approximately a pixel between each 120 minuteimage. Hence a common procedure is to shift the prior image to the left by one pixel and then subtract it from the image to be measured. The most damaging effect of this is the subtraction of parts of the feature we are trying to measure, as any large values of B from the prior image will be subtracted from the current image.
This therefore posed a significant problem. Onone hand we have the cumulative addition of stellar brightnesses that artificially increased the measured brightness by a significant quantity, and on the other hand we have the running differences that remove a portion of the feature we are trying to measure. Certainly these represent the two extremes of the values for B that we can obtain, but the variance, and hence the uncertainty, is very large (around an order of magnitude). The solution, as with the Point-P and Fixed-ϕ extremes with distance, was to include them both in the uncertainty measurements since the correct value likely lies between. This is shown as error bars in mass for the prominence values in Figure 7 ; notice that the mass uncertainties in the HI-2B field of view (distances larger than 0.5 AU) span around an order of magnitude. Measurements made from the running difference for the CME yielded results that were not significantly different from the other measurements (mostly within the ±5% uncertainties). This creates some confidence in the CME mass measurements shown in Figure 7 .
Because of this large uncertainty we cannot conclude whether the mass of the prominence levels out as we approach 1 AU or whether it continues to decrease. We can, however, infer that the mass does decrease from its original value, just as the mass of the CME increases, across the same distance.
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this two-part series of papers was to present measurements of a prominence at large distances from the Sun. The first part, along with providing insight on the transition of the prominence brightness from Hα emission and Thomson scattered radiance, set the scene for the present paper. This was achieved by establishing that the brightness of the prominence was entirely governed by Thomson scattering by the time it reached the fields of view of the STEREO HIs. The mass results presented here were all determined using the theory of Thomson scattering.
The primary discoveries of the present paper are that the location of the prominence does not appear to coincide with a fixed position within the CME structure, and that the mass of the prominence decreases with increasing distance from the Sun (at least out to 0.5 AU), despite the fact that the mass of its surrounding CME is increasing.
The prominence location relative to the CME is important for understanding the physics of CME onset and propagation. Some models (e.g., Karpen et al. 2001; López Ariste et al. 2006 , and references therein) describe the prominence as settling into the base of the CME flux rope structure, while others (e.g., Sturrock 1989; Lynch et al. 2008; Panasenco et al. 2011) treat the prominence as a separate magnetic structure to the CME, either lying beneath the base of the flux rope or otherwise becoming separated from the CME postlaunch. Given that prominences are entirely ionized beyond around 10 R  (Paper I), we can safely assume that their behavior will be entirely governed by its embedded field. This is also true of the surrounding CME, or at least the CME flux rope that is commonly accepted to be the cavity component of the classic three-part configuration (e.g., Howard & DeForest 2014, and references therein). Sadly, we cannot use the in situ measurements to measure the properties of the CME flux rope, since the ACE spacecraft only measured the flank of the CME (Section 2).
Leaving aside the ballistic possibility suggested in Paper I in the early stages of the prominence launch, we may be able to assess the validity of these two classes of model by evaluating the relationship between the prominence and CME locations and compare it with the expected relationship for a simple expansion and classic configuration. If the prominence material lies at the base of the CME flux rope, then we may predict that it would remain at the same location in the CME configuration, since we would not expect it to be able to depart from the flux rope or expand toward the center of the flux rope, since the increased magnetic pressure at its center would tend to inhibit this (e.g., Low 1993; Bothmer & Schwenn 1998) . Assuming that the CME expands symmetrically we might therefore expect the distance between the CME and prominence to increase at a rate of approximately R 2 , as this is the expansion rate for a basic classic CME expanding symmetrically. Figure 6 shows this not to be the case, showing instead an approximate variance roughly somewhere between R 0.5 2 and R 2 . The trend does suggest that the prominence remains within the CME superstructure and may even move upwards toward the center of the flux rope, but it may simply appear that way on projection or could be an indicator of the distortion of the flux rope along the radial (Howard & DeForest 2012a) . There is insufficient evidence to draw any firm conclusions at this stage.
The decreasing mass of the prominence shown in Figure 7 is in direct contrast with the increasing mass of the CME across the same distance range. The cause of the increasing mass of the CME is generally accepted as solar wind material that is acreted ahead of the CME driver (its flux rope) as it expands through the heliosphere (e.g., Lugaz et al. 2005; Tappin 2006; Howard et al. 2007; DeForest et al. 2013) , as the CME measurements, including those made in the present study, typically include the so-called "sheath" component. This is evidenced by the substantial increase in the density of just the flank of the CME shown in Figure 2 . The mass of the CME as measured also typically includes the prominence, which, while it can contribute perhaps up to 50% of the total brightness of a CME when measured by coronagraphs (e.g., Howard 2015b), will continually diminish in the percentage contribution as it expands away from the Sun. Figure 7 suggests that the prominence contribution could be as small as 1% by the time it reaches 0.75 AU.
This raises a question as to what happens to the prominence mass as it expands though the solar wind. We can safely disregard optical artifacts such as optical thickness or spectral line emission at this stage (Paper I) and the material cannot drain back toward the Sun as has been suggested in some models (e.g., Chen 1996) , as the prominence is well past the Alfvén surface that is regarded as the point of no return for material leaving the Sun (DeForest et al. 2014, and references therein). This leaves us with dispersion or diffusion of the prominence material across the field lines. I am at a loss as to how this could occur but it may be related to the same mechanism by which solar energetic particle events can expand laterally across their field lines (e.g., Dresing et al. 2012; Wiedenbeck et al. 2013) . We can only speculate about the relationship between the magnetic structure of CME and the prominence in this case, as we have in situ measurements for only the flank of the CME that was measured by ACE (see Figure 2 ), and no information on the magnetic cloud that was likely associated with it (Section 2).
Let us address the question as to why so few prominences are seen to impact an in situ spacecraft. The reader is reminded of two things: that this prominence was unusually bright, so much so that it saturated the COR1-B coronagraph for the first 45 minutes of its eruption (Paper I); and that the values provided in Figure 7 are for mass, not density. First, the size of the prominence is substantially smaller than that of the CME (see for example Figure 4 ), so the probability of impact of any given prominence is much smaller, even when a CME impact has been recorded. This is the common wisdom for prominences and not a new result. The results from this paper, however, offer an additional possibility. Given the rate of decrease of the mass of the prominence, it isentirely possible that its density would be reduced to such a small value as to render it undetectable above the background of the ambient solar wind. A prominence could then pass an in situ spacecraft and still not be detected. I will investigate the variation of density within the prominence in a future study.
Finally, it is important to stress that these are preliminary results for this first-time study of prominence evolution continuously across large distances from the Sun. I am confident that additional studies by further workers with more refined data sets will reduce the uncertainties presented in this paper and resolve the questions raised here.
